Date: 08-04-2020.

An Open Letter
To the head of all states/governments of the world
and all global organizations including IMF but
concern with UN.
Issue: Life first. Save life from the Coronavirus
Pandemic and its consequences.
Thanks to all responsible members of this chief executive
club of the world and thereby the main actors to serve the
capitalist society – a global system based on commodity
production and wage slavery but, rooted on private
property.
You know better the sufferings of the whole human
being; horrible and tremble condition of whole society ;
irreparable loss of lives; uncountable loss of production,
both in industry and service sector; damage of
structures; collapse of economy; disaster in social life;
and dangerous hardship and miserable conditions of the
wage slaves and jobless workers or unemployed or daily
earners by the Coronavirus – a much more smaller than
a single cell Bacteria by defeating you all to halt its
nonstop journey all over the world by infecting millions.
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In fact, the whole world is under lock down by you but
not from a single common date to a definite period to halt
the corona train to avoid the spreading of the corona
virus to avoid infection by corona all over the world, if it
is effective but you did it individually and from different
dates separately in your respective jurisdiction without
considering the global range of your society along with a
modern but global transport and communication system
for the international trade and commerce and thereby the
range of Coronavirus-the number one public enemy of
the world . Is it not the failure of you to realize the
gravity and severity of Coronavirus Pandemic and
thereby the failure to face and defeat the Coronavirus –
the number one terrorist of the world by the same policy
what you are still practicing? Noted, quackery is not final
solution but scientific effort is needed to face, defeat and
eradicate coronavirus to overcome the unwanted disaster
by it.
Sure, history of epidemic or pandemic by various
viruses/bacteria is not new or first or last or it’s not the
age of nature dependent, local and poor economy with a
scattered public rather you the people are executives of a
modern and rich global society with a well
communicated human being along with modern science
along with ICT with a handsome number of expert
scientists including virologists and a huge amount of
money or wealth .Therefore, you cannot do what the
earlier rulers did to handle the viruses and consequences
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of these. But, sorry, even still coronavirus is unknown
but why?
Is it not the condition to know the enemy properly to
fight it perfectly to win? However, could you like to say
the date from which the situation will be normal by
defeating Coronavirus- the unfit fighter against the
modern human being or how many people will die from
corona and its unthinkable but dangerous consequences
including famine or, how many dead bodies will stay at
street or other places for funeral as unidentified or when
the required medicines, vaccines etc will be invented to
prevent and treat the corona infected by exercising much
more scientific method?
Sure, you know better that the working men, unemployed
and jobless men or daily basis earners are the worst
sufferer form this worst situation. But, working men are
not only the money making human tools of the moneyed
men but they are also human being by the universal
declaration of you too, and really they are not only
human being but also the producer of commodity for
your society but, own by the ruling capitalist class thus
they have right to live with dignity and safely and
everyone have the same right. Mentionable, the ruling
class even the upper fraction of the capitalist class of the
society is not free from the suffering of the said
coronavirus. So, it’s your duty and task to work together
to fight and defeat the Coronavirus by the integrated
global scientific effort to save lives and to protect
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resources by avoiding the unthinkable but upcoming so
waste and dangerous situation.
But, some of you are quarreling and accusing each other
for using coronavirus as a bio-weapon by violating the
international convention or respective treaties for not
using of MDW for creating such terrible situation and
miserable conditions to gain sectarian interest. However,
if any party have proof to prove his claim then it’s wise
and best to publish and submit the records of proof to
take proper action by the proper body by the support of
all sufferers by corona and peace lovers of the world but
not spreading intentional political propaganda.
Sure, a simple policy is as: Life first. Save life by
defeating and facing coronavirus and its consequences by
the integrated global scientific effort of the chief
executive club. Undoubtedly, it is an effective policy to
face, defeat and eradicate the Coronavirus and overcome
the waste situation by it to save life.
So, it’s your responsibility
to do everything
scientifically and logically by involving the whole human
being by following the said policy to win within shortest
period by defeating Coronavirus and other viruses,
bacteria etc to save life. Some of these to do immediately
and urgently are as follows:
1. Holding a global political teleconference to build a
global political consensus to work together to fight and
face jointly and unitedly against coronavirus and its
consequence to provide all out support to the victims
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and fighters; and to rehabilitate all affected of the world
by exercising the best power of all members of the
executive club according to their highest capacity and
best ability by using the good wishes of every office.
Chief executives of the G-7 can take an initiative to
arrange it as early as possible.
2. Holding a global scientific summit of the concerned
but expert scientists of the world to know the unknown
coronavirus by discovering its origin, source, chemical
properties, nature, effective period etc, to invent the
medicines, vaccines; and to suggest or updating health
code or any other suggestion or advice, if necessary.
WHO can shoulder the key responsibility to arrange and
hold it by using latest technology within shortest possible
time.
3. (A)If ‘lock down’ is helpful to control the spreading
rate of coronavirus to reduce the rate of infection then
go for lock down the whole world for a particular period
from a single date by making a joint statement of you the
members of the said club by requesting all of the world to
make sure it but providing all daily necessities and
waiver the tariff of all utility services and house rent to
the all types of workers, unemployed, jobless and needy
men by the respective
governments and concern
authorities but arranging the required cash and kinds by
this executive club jointly is the condition for the
success of it.
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(B) If ‘testing, testing and testing’ policy is effective then
go for random Test to identify infected for separation and
isolation to minimize the rate of transmission by
Coronavirus.
(C) Make sure the personal protection of the duty men of
the emergency services to fight best.
(D) Make sure the necessary medical equipment’s
including ventilator to the health care service to fight
best.
(E) No hide and seek or blame game but make sure the
exact information about the situation, what is the right of
everyone.
4. Make sure free treatment of all infected by coronavirus
and other viruses i.e. Ebola, Dengue etc of the world.
5. Make sure risk incentive for all duty persons of all
emergency services including health care-the front-line
fighting force.
6. Make sure leave with pay or grant in Aid for all
workers; and Aid to live for all unable persons to work of
the world.
7. Make sure job or alternative job for all terminated
workers or workers of the closed industries and firms.
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8. IMF will suggest you for providing different type of
incentives to the losing investors but no policy to allot
any fund to the solvent party or to misuse by any one.
9. Forming a special global fund to support all victims by
the viruses including Coronavirus of the world.
10. Forming a global organization of volunteers to
support and help all affected or victims by viruses
including Coronavirus, recruited from the different strata
of society mainly students, youths, workers, unemployed,
retired etc groups those are interested to do so. May be
the size of the force will constitute with at least 5% of the
total population of the world to do every work with the
collaboration of the emergency services.
11. Forming a global commission to investigate the
events of violation of International convention and
treaties for not using or producing the bio-weapons to
recommend the action against the culprit or culprits if
any one committed such heinous misdeeds against the
humanity.
12. Destroy and Vanish all mass destruction weapons of
the world including bio-weapon to save life from the
mass destruction and massive disaster.
13. Found a global scientific research Centre to work for
all out development of science.
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Finally, you know better that there was per capita GDP
$17,500 and total GDP of the world was $127.8 trillion
only in the year of 2017 and thereby what is the total
amount of capital of the world till today, produced by the
wage slaves? Is the average per head share less than
$1,40,000 in current amount of capital or capitalist assets
of the world? Thus, there is enough and enough money
and resources to do the same.
So, hope for the best and do everything to save life.

With Thanks
Information Centre For Workers Freedom
E-mail: icwfreedom@gmail.com
Web-site: http://www.icwfreedom.org/
Facebook Page(1)https://www.facebook.com/www.icwfreedom.org
Facebook Page(2)https://www.facebook.com/CoronaVirus19.icwf/
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